
As a rule this later ripening involves a decrease in
acid and starch along with an increase in sugar con-

tent. Oxidation processes also go on in the fruit,
with the development of those special substances, pos-
sibly esters in some cases, which furnish the peculiar
aroma or flavor of the individual species. The banana,
picked green, exhibits a conversion of starch into sugar
as the fruit subsequently ripens. This change is
attended by a sort of respiration process, for it does
not go on normally in the absence of oxygen. The peach,
on the other hand, contains no appreciable amount of
starch at any time, but shows a steady increase in sugar
content as it approaches maturity.1
Although the apple is easily the most important of

the fruits of its class, there is little widespread infor¬
mation in regard to the chemical changes which attend
its ripening. The starch content reaches a maximum
in midsummer while the fruit is still on the trees, and
then begins to decrease. Some varieties of apples are

ready to eat when they are removed from the trees.
The larger number, however, are expected to ripen
to a considerable extent after that period. For this
reason, the varieties which mature more slowly exhibit
a superior keeping quality. When once the ripening
process has been completed, the fruit tends to become
soft, mushy or overripe, and usually at this or some

preceding stage, organisms of decay gain entrance to
the tissues, and the fruit rots. In the absence of infec¬
tion with any germs of disease or decay, the fruit
loses water and shrivels up into a withered dry mass.

Changes of this character go on, no matter whether
the fruit remains on the tree or is picked off. Growth
ceases, and chemical changes ensue which result in the

development of characteristic odor and flavor and later
in the disintegration of the flesh of the fruit.
The object of the storage or preservation of fresh

fruit so that it will be available beyond its natural
"season" is really to slow up the ripening process and
so to prolong its period as much as possible. That
temperature has an important influence on the rate of
ripening is a familiar experience. Beyond this little
has been appreciated in regard to the changes actually
involved. It has even been believed that micro¬
organisms are in part responsible, though in the light
of our modern knowledge of biochemical changes in
plants it is more reasonable to ascribe an influence to
the presence of "ripening enzymes."
With respect to the actual changes in the chemical

composition of ripening apples, Bigelow, Gore and
Howard2 have found : a slight but continuous decrease
in total acidity; a gradual decrease in sucrose; a

gradual increase at first, followed by a later slight
decrease, in invert sugar and total carbohydrates, and
the disappearance of starch early in the ripening
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process. At the University of Minnesota, Thatcher*
has concluded that the only enzymes which partici¬
pate in the changes in the carbohydrates of apples
during the ripening process are oxidases. None of the
common types of carbohydrate-splitting enzymes could
be found. The fact that the changes which take place
during ripening are inhibited by surrounding the fruit
with an atmosphere of carbon dioxid is easily explained
on the basis of their being oxidase changes, since it is
a well-known fact that the presence of a large excess

of the end-products of a reaction generally inhibits
the action of the accelerating enzyme in increasing
degree as the proportion of the end-product increases.
Carbon dioxid is undoubtedly an end-product of oxi¬
dase activity, and should therefore accomplish just the
result which was found to occur. With such facts
regarding the "respiration" of ripening available, it is
not unlikely that they may later be applied in addition
to current methods of cold storage to the problem of
conserving one of the most valued foods that enters
into the human dietary both in health and in disease.

A MECHANISM OF PROTECTION AGAINST
BACTERIAL INVASION

"The mere fact that both animals and man are in
constant contact with infectious micro-organisms,
many of them in a high state of virulence, indicates in
itself that the individual disposes normally over a

defensive mechanism of considerable efficiency."
These words, from a recent volume,4 express a situa-
tion which has long been the subject of speculation and
experiment. Of course, the sound, healthy skin and
the mucous membranes ordinarily offer an effective
resistance to the entrance of micro-organisms into the
interior of the organism. But even when organisms
have succeeded in invading the tissues themselves, a

second line of defense is ordinarily encountered which
tends to inhibit the further progress of the germs more

or less perfectly. Here the active forces reside in the
phagocytic power of leukocytes and other cells and
further in the bactericidal or antibacterial action of
the body fluids. The latter process is commonly con-

ceived to be disintegrative in nature, so that some form
of bacteriolysis ensues.
The study of the antibacterial powers of the blood

leaves no doubt that certain micro-organisms can be
dissolved by lysis in the presence of appropriate serum.

The question of the relative importance of the phago¬
cytes and the "humoral" factors present in the blood in
the phenomena of protection against bacterial infec¬
tion has been warmly debated. Zinsser has remarked
that in the prolonged controversies between the
adherents of the two schools, waged with great astute-
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ness and experimental skill, most of the facts which
we possess regarding immunity were discovered. It
has long been known that when bacteria are intro¬
duced into the blood and later disappear from it they
are not eliminated by the organs of excretion but are
destroyed in the tissues themselves. In considering
the problem of the manner of the destruction, Bull3
remarks that the dissolution of bacteria by lysis has
been observed, but not in the living body. Only a part
of the pathogenic bacteria, of which Bacillus typhosus
may be taken as an example, experience solution in
shed blood or its serum constituents, whereas such
bacteria as pneumococcus and streptococcus are not

subject to this form of dissolution.
Protection from certain forms of bacteria can be

secured by the employment of immune serums. An
active pneumococcus serum, for example, protects
against a certain maximum quantity of pneumococcus
culture. The immediate effect of the serum injection
is to cause the disappearance of the pneumococci from
the circulating blood, this result being produced in the
incredibly short period of a few minutes. The experi¬
mental investigations of Bull at the Rockefeller Insti¬
tute of Medical Research are believed to throw some

light on the mechanism of the removal. He maintains
that an almost immediate agglutination of the bacteria
takes place. The larger the doses of the serum, within
limits, the larger the size of the bacterial clumps that
are found. The clumps are removed from the blood
almost immediately by the organs

—

the spleen, liver
and bone marrow. What happens next is determined
by the size of the clumps. If they are large, they
cannot be ingested by phagocytes ; hence they soon

begin to multiply, and the bacteria reinvade the blood ;
if small, they are taken up by phagocytes and are

digested. The animal succumbs in the first case and
survives in the second. Hence small doses of the
serum causing smaller clumps may be more effective
than large doses giving larger ones. No extraphago-
cytic dissolution of the pneumococci seems to occur.

A similar mechanism is reported to operate in animals
inoculated with cultures of the typhoid bacillus,
although this organism is subject to serum lysis.
In cases of certain cultures of disease-producing bac¬

teria like two distinct varieties of the influenza organ¬
ism which may or may not be pathogenic, Bull asserts
that the pathogenic effect may depend on the agglu-
tinability of the bacteria by the blood whether of nor¬
mal or immunized individuals. Thus when cultures of
the nonpathogenic variety are injected into the circula-
lation of rabbits, they are clumped and removed by the
organs at once ; when cultures of the pathogenic variety
are inoculated, they are neither clumped nor removed.
According to this view of Bull, agglutination, the

property of immune serums discovered soon after the
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finding of specific bacteriolysins, is a most important
feature in the mechanism of protection. As he
expresses it, bacteria circulating in the blood are

quickly removed when they are agglutinated or

clumped, and the clumps deposited within the organs
are taken up by phagocytes and digested. They appear
not to be destroyed by solution or lysis through the
operation of serum constituents of the blood. In other
words, in some cases of protection from bacterial inva¬
sion, no extraphagocytic dissolution or bacteriolysis of
the micro-organisms seems to occur.

Current Comment

THE FUNCTION OF THE PERICARDIUM
The structure of the pericardium as a tough, fibrous

membrane, within the cavity of which the heart and
roots of the great vessels lie almost free, suggests that
its function may be to assist in checking an excessive
dilatation of the heart during conditions attended by a

great rise of venous pressure. The overfilling of the
heart is of course prevented in part by the resistance
of its own walls. Barnard1 has shown that the peri¬
cardium not only is inextensible but also can bear an
internal pressure of more than one atmosphere, a fonce
by which the heart invariably is ruptured. That
the pericardium may even ordinarily exercise some
restraint on the organ within it is suggested by the
easily made observation that the heart during diastole
tends to protrude through a slit made in the encasing
membrane. In fact, the right auriculoventricular valve
may cease to be entirely efficient when the pericardium
has been freely opened, the closure of this valve seem¬

ing to be somewhat dependent on'the support afforded
to the heart by the pericardium. By the aid of inge¬
niously devised experiments at the Institute of Physi¬
ology, University College, London, Kuno2 has observed
that in the absence of the pericardium it is difficult to
increase the work of the heart above its usual per¬
formance without danger to the organ. When the peri¬
cardium is intact the heart may be exposed to too large
a venous inflow for a considerable time without under¬
going serious damage, the only effect being to weaken
its action somewhat. When, on the other hand, the heart
has been overdistended by too large a venous inflow in
the absence of the usual pericardial restraint, not only
does insufficiency rapidly manifest itself, but also signs
of permanent damage ensue, so that the maximal car¬
diac performance can never again be brought to the
same level. In a variety of ways the existence of the
pericardium has been shown by Kuno to be necessary
for the unimpaired working of the heart in normal
life. The disturbance of the heart in the absence of
the protective membrane does not end with the usuallymanifested functional irregularity of the heart beat
which may occur in a variety of forms. Such mechani¬
cal or physiologic consequences are followed by patho-
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